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Source International at a glance

•

Ten years of activities: 21 projects in 11 countries on 5 continents

• Based on our studies, the Honduran Supreme Court ruled that the country’s mining
law was unconstitutional because it adversely affected public health. Parliament
subsequently passed a new law that was more critical of these practices.

• In Peru we published a study on the pollution caused by an oil company in the
Amazon forest. As a result, the regional government and the company are now
working together with the community in order to clean the area. Illnesses have since
decreased by 50%.

• In Mexico, thanks to our work, the community of Carrizalillo obtained approximately
$10 million a year for five years in infrastructure compensation.

•

Founder Flaviano Bianchini has been recognized for his work by some of the world’s leading
organizations and companies

• One of just two recipients of Intel’s prestigious 2014 Environmental Tech Award
• Ashoka Fellow since 2012
• Unreasonable Fellow in 2014
• One of just eight social entrepreneurs selected from 450 applicants globally to
participate in Sweden’s 2015 Social Entrepreneurship (SE) Forum Outreach
Accelerator

•

One of the 30 most innovative ideas of 2012 by ABC Continuity Forum in Miami

•

One of the finalist to the Katerva Award in 2013 that has been defined by Reuters as the
“Nobel of Sustainability”
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1. The case
Valle de Siria is a valley in central Honduras. It has always been a pleasant place with 26 streams of fresh
water and agriculture and livestock ensuring good quality of life to local people.
In 2004 gold was discovered in the valley. A Canadian company called Glamis Gold (later merged with
Gold Corp) started to explore and then extract gold from an open-pit mine in the middle of the valley. The
mine gave jobs to 180 people and displaced 160 people from their land. The village of Palo Ralo was
completely destroyed and a new village, called Nueva Palo Ralo, was built a couple of kilometers away.
In 2006, 21 out of the 26 streams dried out. Glamis Gold used 250 m2 of water every hour and the
communities soon were soon completely cut off from their source of water. All agriculture collapsed. The
five remaining streams were heavily polluted with cyanide and heavy metals. People start to get sick. In
Nueva Palo Ralo the mortality rate rose to 12%, 25 times higher than the national average. The family of
Jimena lost two children to Spinal Atrophy, a genetic illness that normally attacks less than one person
out of million. In Nueva Palo Ralo, which had merely 300 inhabitants, there were five cases. In the entire
Siria valley, which has about 35.000 inhabitants, 18 cases were recorded and 100% of the population
presented high concentrations of heavy metal in their blood and bodies.
Communities organized themselves in a committee and started to protest. They were persecuted. Two of
them were killed and many others were arrested or threatened. Confronted with these facts, the
company always replied that the sicknesses had already been there and that the Glamis Gold was not
responsible.
The committee contacted Source International in early 2006. We recognized the problem, traveled to
Siria Valley and started to take samples of water, sediments and blood. We also trained local people to
monitor pollution levels.
After six month of hard work we published a study which highlighted all pollution issues and human
rights abuses in Siria Valley while naming those responsible and calling for action. Together with the
committee we presented the study to the Supreme Court of Honduras which ruled that 13 articles of the
mining law were unconstitutional because they violate the human right to health of Honduran people in
October 2006.
Some days later, the Parliament approved a new law, which was more respectful of the environment and
human rights. All Honduran citizens have benefited from this new legislation. Millions of people in the
country can now rely on a mining law that respects their environment, their territories and their rights.
Furthermore, it serves as a precedent for other countries in the area that can follow the example.
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The mining company had two choices: change their extraction techniques or close. They choose the
second one. The pollution they caused remained.
During the following seven years, Source International and the local committee have been working
together to monitor remaining pollution on environment and health. Former workers accused the mining
company for not protecting their safety. They presented concentrations of metals in their bodies higher
than WHO standards. They have sued the mining company for some form of compensation that will
enable them to receive appropriate medical therapy. They have obtained a first victory, enabling them to
go to a “last-level trial” according to Honduran law. We support them with new analyses and strategic
support.
Here a video about this story.
The work of Source International continues!

2. Vision
A world where the interests of local communities and the environment prevail over the economic interest
of certain sectors.

3. Mission
Source International provides scientific expertise to communities who can use it to defend their rights,
their resources and their health. This expertise can also help mineral-using companies making their
supply chains transparent and investors making their investments fair.
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4. Problem
Large mining and oil extraction activities are among the biggest environmental problems in the world.
The US Environmental Protection Agency recognizes mining waste as the major environmental concern
in the US. Remote areas are especially affected by the lack of environmental protection. In some areas,
mining wastewater contains concentrations of pollutants up to a thousand times above the legal limit.
The median life expectancy in some affected communities is less than half of the national average while
pollution-related illnesses can have an incidence rate approaching 90%. Moreover, human rights, as well
as the impact on traditional ways of life of Indigenous populations, are often insufficiently accounted for.
Siria Valley is not an isolated case. The Latin America Observatory of Mining Conflicts lists 17.000 mining
conflicts in Latin America alone. The increase of prices and consumption of raw material has led to an
increase of natural resources extraction all over the world. To give an example: in 2004 there was a total
of 14 oil concessions in the Peruvian Amazon forest. This number rose to 28 in 2005, to 67 in 2010 and to
87 in 2013. In just eight years, the percentage of land granted to multinational oil corporations has risen
from 8% to over 80% of the entire Peruvian Amazon region. Other countries in Latin America are in a
similar situation.
Local

communities,

principally

made up of indigenous peoples,
tend to be the ones that suffer the
most from the increased number of
extractive industry projects within
their territory. These communities
hardly ever profit directly from the
projects, and very often suffer
serious environmental and health
problems. For example: since 1994
the indigenous communities of
Canaan de Cachiyacu and Nuevo
Sucre, located in the Peruvian Amazon forest, more than four days from the nearest road, have been
coexisting with more than 80 oil wells and the pollution resulting from these. Investigations show that
between 2001 and 2010 gastrointestinal diseases in these two communities represented no less than
64% of all diseases registered in the community, while at the regional level these diseases total around
4%. Furthermore, the median life expectancy in these two communities (i.e. the age at which 50% of the
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population dies) is 28 years while the expectancy at the regional level is 57 years and at the national level
62 years (in comparison, the median life expectancy in the USA is 78 years).
The situation is similar when it
comes to the impact of mining
projects. For instance, 98% of the
population of the communities in
the

Syria

Valley

in

central

Honduras, close to the San Martin
gold mine, suffer from skin
diseases and infant mortality is 25
times higher than the national
average.
occurrence

In

addition,
of

the
infant

osteoarthritis is 5%, whereas this disease no longer occurs under normal circumstances. In the city of
Cerro de Pasco, in the central Andes of Peru, the Volcán Mining Company discharges water through its
waste pipe (called “neutral water” by the company), which contains lead levels 430 times the maximum
permitted amount, cadmium levels are 6 times the amount, manganese levels 11 times the amount and
more than another dozen metals and pollutants of various kinds that exceed the maximum levels
consented by the law. As a result of this contamination, the average concentration of aluminium in the
blood of the adult population of the area is 5 times the limit established by the World Health
Organization (WHO), while 97% of the population has levels of chromium in their blood which double the
maximum amount allowed by the WHO. Furthermore, the cancer incidence rate in the city is four times
higher than average, while the amount of people dying from “congenital anomalies” is 15 times higher
than the national average.
This situation clearly leads to the generation of different types of social conflicts. According to the
Conflict Observatory of the Peruvian government, at least 77% of all social conflicts occurring in the
country stem from environmental causes.
At the same time, there is an increasing demand from companies transforming minerals to guarantee
more transparency and more accountability in their supply chain. There is also a relevant increase of
investors interested in investing their capital in responsible companies, but those investors often have no
access to first-hand reliable data to rank the social and environmental value of their investments.
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5. Solution
1. We

provide

high-level

technical and scientific support to
local communities and local NGOs,
helping them assess the damages
caused to local resources and
building their capacity to safeguard
their capacity and their human
rights.
a. We train local personnel to build a basic environmental and social monitoring system of
extractive industry activities. We enable local people to analyze water, sediments and air
and to assess all social externalities caused by extractive industry activities, such as
increasing violence and conflicts, alcoholism or prostitution.
b. We provide local communities with high-level scientific studies. We use the best
instruments and the best methodology to perform analysis of water, sediments, air and
biological samples (blood, hair, nails). We analyze social implications scientifically,
through direct observation, quantitative and qualitative questionnaires and external
analysis.
c. We provide communities and relevant stakeholders (companies, supplier, NGOs,
governments) with tools for Human Rights Impact Assessment in order to understand the
human rights situation and promote actions for the respect of it.
d. We help communities
regarding the strategic use of the data
that we collect (e.g. how to carry out an
advocacy campaign, how to obtain a
negotiation table and how to negotiate
with companies).
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e. We provide to local NGOs reliable data that they can use for their advocacy and lobby
campaigns.

2. We assist mineral-using companies in their effort to transform their supply chain.
a. We provide them with an assessment on the origin of their raw material. We identify their
supplier and we analyze their way of extraction.
b. We help mineral-using companies in defining a protocol to submit to their supplier in
order to help them improve their extraction system and to increase the respect of human
rights inside their supply chain.
3. We provide first-hand, independent and effective data on extractive industries to investors
in order to help them rank companies in which invest.
a. We identify the projects of each company and we make a first assessment in order to
understand their projects and their social and environmental background. Having done
that, we also visit their facilities where we perform environmental, social and human
rights studies that enable us to rank the companies’ social and environmental behavior.
b. We provide these first-hand independent data to responsible investors so that they can
use it to decide where to address their investments in the resource extraction industry.

6. Revenue generation
Our business model is made up of two different
organizations that work with different actors on the same
topic.

The

first

one

is

a

non-profit

organization

incorporated in Italy and in the US that deals with
communities, grassroots organizations and local NGOs
assisting them in their struggle, the second one is a Benefit
Corporation (B-Corp) working with investors and mineralusing companies to help them in understanding and
improving their supply chains and their investments. The B-Corp generates profit that is used to
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subsidize the non-profit organization in order to allow it to continue its work with low-income
communities and grassroots organizations.
The purpose of a B-Corp includes creating general public benefit, which is defined as a material positive
impact on society and the environment. A B-Corp’s directors and officers operate the business with the
same authority as in a traditional corporation but are required to consider the impact of their decisions
not only on shareholders but also on society and the environment. In a traditional corporation,
shareholders judge the company’s financial performance; in a B-Corp, shareholders judge performance
based on how a corporation’s goals benefit society and the environment. Shareholders determine
whether the corporation has a materially positive impact. Transparency provisions require B-Corps to
publish annual benefit reports of their social and environmental performance using a comprehensive,
credible, independent, and transparent third-party standard. Shareholders have a private right of action,
called a benefit enforcement proceeding, to enforce the B-Corp’s mission when the business has failed to
pursue or create general public benefit.
The non-profit entity is called Source International and it has been founded in 2012 and registered in Italy
and USA. The B-Corp (proposed name B-Source) it has not been created yet. We plan to found it by the
end of 2015 and be incorporated in Colorado, USA.
More information about B-Corps can be found here.
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This model presents several advantages:
1. It guarantees the complete independence and sustainability of the non-profit organization that
can work with local communities and grassroots organizations even if they are unable to pay for
services provided. In essence, the NGO can satisfy its financial needs from the profits provided by
the B-Corporation as well as from grants, donations, etc.
2. It enables the non-profit organization to be basically self-sustainable and avoid the “sickness” of
many non-profit organisations which spend the majority of their time in looking for funding
instead of generating impact.
3. It ensures to mineral-using companies and investors to interface with a more flexible and more
known actor as the B-Corp. B-Corp is also more independent then non-profit that often are very
slow in decision-making.
4. The B-Corp can raise capital for a seed investment that will be used to make a campaign that will
allow it to reach investors and mineral-using companies and sell its services.

7. Theory of change
If we enable communities, mineral-using companies and investors to monitor and control mining
industries, then the mining sector will become more accountable and sustainable.
The goal of Source International is to change the way in which raw materials are extracted all over the
world. In order to reach our goal, we need to address all the actors involved in the extractive industries.
We are already working on the community side forcing extractive industries to behave in a more
sustainable and accountable way. As a next step, we will push mining industries to be more accountable
on the other two sides of their supply chain. One is the mineral-using companies, the other one is the
investors’ side. We already have a client (a major IT company and phone manufactory) who is trying to
force their supplier to adopt certain measures to be more respectful of human rights and environment.
We plan to increase the number of companies and start working with investors. If we will work with
several companies and investors, we will create a platform for dialogue between companies,
communities, suppliers and investors based on science, which generates a credible basis for discussion
for all parties involved. Once we have achieved this, the mining sector will be obliged to change their
behaviour and start operating in a more accountable and sustainable way.
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8. Commercial value proposition
•

Local NGOs can use our data for their campaigns, then be more effective, and therefore obtain
more funding.

•

Mineral-using companies can obtain a competitive advantage on the market identifying
responsible source of minerals. They can use this aspect as a value added to their products
(especially with respect to IT companies where the competition is very hard). At the same time,
they can obtain more investments from social responsible investors and they avoid reduction of
investors or divestments.

•

Investors can access first-hand, reliable and authentic data for their investments. Source
International can be the ultimate source of reliable data for them. This will give them a
competitive advantage compared to other responsible investors that cannot access to the same
first-hand data. Furthermore, they will reduce risks related to their investments thanks to the
reduction of conflicts that this kind of investment guarantees.

9. Competitors and competitive advantages
While the non-profit entity is unique and has almost no competitors, the B-Corp will find several
competitors working in the same sector. There are few ventures working on the supply chain of mineralusing companies and slightly more companies advising social responsible investors on their investments.
So which are the differences between Source International and other competitors?
1. First-hand data. We are the only venture that provides real first-hand data to its clients.
2. Field experience. There is no other organization or company that has the level of field
experience that we have.
3. Local engagement. We are the only organization that has a proven approach and methodology
to engage local communities.
4. Defined and efficient methodology. Over the years, we have developed a methodology of
engagement with local communities that enables us to work in all kinds of aspects that are
relevant to local communities.
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10.

Core team

Flaviano Bianchini – Founder and Director
Flaviano Bianchini (Fabriano, Italy) is an environmentalist and
naturalist. Ashoka Fellow from 2012. He is specialized in
Valorization and Management of Natural Resources and he holds a
Master Degree in Human Rights and Conflict Management at the
Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies in Pisa. For several years he
has been dealing with violations of Human Rights and health
damages related to the extractive industries, especially in Latin
America. His studies on the impact of extractive industries on
environment and health have led to changes in the mining law in
Honduras, the adoption of precautionary measures by the Inter-American Commission of Human Rights
in Guatemala and the adoption of laws on the welfare for the city of Cerro de Pasco in Peru. From 2007 to
2009 he promoted a campaign on the impact of mining activity together with Amnesty International.
Candidate environmentalist of the year by the magazine The New Ecology in 2008 received the social
worker prize from the San Carlos University of Guatemala in 2006 and the Chatwin prize in 2012 for his
book “In Tibet un viaggio clandestino”. He received the Ashoka Fellowship in 2012.
Laura Grassi – Project Manager and capacity building
Laura Grassi (Milan, Italy) is an environmental scientist specialised
on surveying, classification, interpretation and conservation of soil
and environmental impacts linked to natural and human factors.
After completing her BSc in Natural Sciences (University of Genoa),
she decided to get involve in MSc in Science and Technology for the
Environment and Territory (University of Milan Bicocca). Thanks to
a scholarship, Laura has collaborated in a study on soil about
grazing and forest fires impacts in the Cajas National Park in the
Ecuadorian Andes. That first experience has been a door to new
incredible emotions, to cultures and traditions custodians of deep knowledge, to normal people who
become important examples of life but also taking consciousness of social and environmental injustices.
In the last year she has worked before in Mexico, working on a university project (University of Michoacan
in Morelia) on the study of soils affected by landslides and geological faults, and subsequently in Belize
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(NGO Ya’axchè Conservation Trust) giving her contribution to the development of projects in agroecology
and evaluation of the quality and fertility of soils in support to indigenous community.
Federico Helgott – Anthropologist
Federico Helfgott (Lima, Peru) is a doctoral candidate in
Anthropology and History at the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor.
His specialties include the anthropology of extractive industries,
political economy and Peruvian and Latin American social history.
He has conducted field, archival and oral history research in the
central highlands of Peru. In particular, his research topics have
included mine-community relations, environmental pollution in
Cerro de Pasco, Peru, and the social history of mining workers and
of the labour movement in the mines. His writings have appeared in Anthropology Today, in Cruce
magazine, and in an upcoming collective volume on mining and territory in Peru. In Source Federico is in
charge of the activity related to the social impact of extractive industries.

James Rodriguez – Photojournalist
James Rodríguez (San Diego, USA) is an independent Mexican-U.S.
documentary photographer. Based in Guatemala since 2004,
James has documented numerous regional struggles involving
land tenure, indigenous rights, reparation processes, and impunity
in Central America’s post-war era through an independent media
platform

called

mimundo.org.

He

made

photojournalist

documentary for Amnesty International and Oxfam America
among others and he has held individual exhibits of his
photographic work in numerous countries. James is the journalist of Source. He is the one who makes
the invisible visible.
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11.

Board of directors

Sander Otten – Chair of the Board
A native from The Netherlands, Sander Otten studied Political Science at
the University of Amsterdam. While doing research in Mexico for his
academic thesis, he became captivated by the Latin American continent,
where he spent the next 10 years, mostly in Guatemala, Peru and
Ecuador. While living in these countries, Sander collaborated with local
indigenous movements for whom he did research on mining companies
and gave training on the rights of indigenous peoples. In 2012 Sander
has taken part of the project of Source International as Project Manager. In 2014 he returned to The
Netherlands, he currently works as a Programme Officer for Dutch peace movement PAX. His hobbies are
running, hiking, cycling and working in his garden.

Julie Imig
Julie Imig is a management and strategy consultant with expertise in
strategic planning, finance, operations and marketing. She received her
MBA from Kellogg School of Management and worked with the Boston
Consulting Group in New York and London. She started her own
practice in Warsaw, Poland working with venture capital portfolio
companies before moving to Boulder in 2001. She now specializes in
fast growth companies in interim c-level roles and growth and strategy
work. Julie has two daughters and two St Bernards.
Komala Ramachandra
Komala Ramachandra is the South Asia Director at Accountability Counsel,
where she supports communities facing human rights violations caused by
development projects. She has worked closely with communities and civil
society organizations on protecting natural resource rights in India, Nepal,
Peru and Mexico, among others. Komala holds a JD from Harvard Law
School and a BA in Political Science and Economics from Northwestern
University.
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Chet Tchozewski
Chet Tchozewski is the founder and president of the RTC Impact
Fund, a full-spectrum social and environmental impact fund
designed

to

provide

access

to

capital

for

mine-impacted

communities around the world who seek to harness their natural
resource endowments for sustainable development. In 1993 Chet
founded the Global Greengrants Fund. He also co-founded
Grantmakers without Borders (now EDGE Funders) in 2000 and that
same year was on the initiating committee of the Global
Philanthropy Forum. He currently serves as the Boards of Director of the Chino Cienega Foundation, the
Voqal Fund, the Council on Foundations, CDR Associates, and the Sustainable Development Strategies
Group. Chet has been active with dozens of NGOs worldwide including activist, donor and scholarly
groups and he has participated in global events as diverse as the World Social Forum in Davos,
Switzerland and the World Economic Forum in Porto Alegre, Brazil. Prior to founding the Global
Greengrants Fund, Chet served as the Executive Director of Greenpeace – Pacific Southwest regional
office from 1989 to 1993. He served on the staff of the American Friends Service Committee – Rocky Flats
Project in the 1970s and 80s, and co-founded the Rocky Mountain Peace and Justice Center in 1983. Chet
lives in Boulder, Colorado with his wife Susan Carabello their daughter, Tian.
Armando Laborde
Armando Laborde is now Associate Vice President for Social
Initiatives at Tecnologico de Monterrey, a university with more
than 100 thousand students and with the mission to educate
students to become entrepreneurial leaders with a human
purpose. Before joining Tecnologico de Monterrey, Armando
was the director for Ashoka Mexico and Central America from
2006 until 2015 and co-director for Ashoka Latin America from
2012 until 2015. Armando Laborde was strongly linked to the
microfinance movement in Mexico. He was the first Executive
Director of ProMujer México from 2002 to 2006 and part of the founding team of FinComun, Community
Financial Services, where he worked from 1994 to 1999. He was also involved in the fair trade movement
by implementing a program of trading coffee in the Biosphere Reserve, El Triunfo, in Chiapas, México.
Armando is a biochemical engineer and holds an MBA in Business Management from the Instituto
Panamericano de Alta Dirección de Empresa.
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12.

Traction to date

Source International currently has 21 different projects in 11 different countries in five continents.
N°
1

Location
Mexico –
Carrizalillo
Mexico –
Colima
Mexico –
Sierra norte
de Puebla
Mexico Cananea
Guatemala –
Marlin
Honduras –
San Martin
Valle de Siria
El Salvador –
San Sebastian
Nicaragua Bilwi

Client
Local
community
Local
community
Local NGO
(PODER)

Main Activities
Monitor mining pollution and health effects. Train local leader to
perform basic social and environmental monitoring system.
Monitor mining pollution and health effects. Training local leader
to perform basic social and environmental monitoring system.
Human Rights Impact Assessment of a projected mine.

Local NGO
(PODER)
Local
community
Local
community

Monitor mining pollution and health effects.

Local
community
Local
community

9

Peru – Canaán
de Cachiyacu

Local
community

10

Peru – Pastaza

Local
community

11

Peru – Cerro
de Pasco

Local
municipality
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Peru –
Yanacocha
Argentina –
Pascua Lama
and Veladero

Local NGO
(GRUFIDES)
Local NGO
(CEDHA)

Monitor mining pollution and health effects. Training local leader
to perform basic social and environmental monitoring system.
Monitor oil extraction pollution and health effects and indigenous
rights violations. Training local leader to perform basic social and
environmental monitoring system.
Monitor oil extraction pollution, health effects and indigenous
rights violations. Training local leader to perform basic social and
environmental monitoring system.
Monitor oil extraction pollution, health effects and indigenous
rights violations. Training local leader to perform basic social and
environmental monitoring system.
Monitor mining pollution and health effects. Training local leader
to perform basic social and environmental monitoring system.
Perform a Human Rights Impact Assessment of the local mine.
Monitor mining pollution and health effects.
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Italy – Val
Basento

15

17

Mediterranean
Sea
Italy – Val di
Castello
EU – GREEEN

18

Senegal

Local
community and
school
Global NGO
(WWF)
Local
community
European
Commission
Global NGO
(Amnesty

2
3

4
5
6

7
8

13

16

Monitor mining pollution and health effects. Training local leader
to perform basic social and environmental monitoring system.
Monitor mining pollution and health effects. Training local leader
to perform basic social and environmental monitoring system.

Monitor mining pollution and health effects and the impact of
mining activities on glaciers.
Monitor oil extraction pollution and health effects. Training local
students to perform basic social and environmental monitoring
system.
Economic evaluation of Oil & Gas activities in the Mediterranean
sea.
Monitor mining pollution and health effects.
Develop actions to mitigate climate change effects in schools.
Analyse and improve the local mining law.
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Mongolia –
AUM case
Mongolia –
Oyu Tolgoi
China – Batou

20
21
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International)
Local
community
Local
community
Private IT
company

Monitor mining pollution and health effects. Training local leader
to perform basic social and environmental monitoring system.
Monitor mining pollution and health effects. Training local leader
to perform basic social and environmental monitoring system.
Monitor mining pollution and health effects. Identify supplier and
supply chain of the company. Training local leader to perform
basic social and environmental monitoring system.

Major accomplishments

Source International was incorporated in late 2012, but the organization’s founder and Ashoka fellow,
Flaviano Bianchini, has been developing the model and operating on the ground since 2006. Here, we
briefly report the main achievements from 2006 to 2014.
Guatemala
In 2006, Flaviano Bianchini published a study about the pollution caused by the mining company Gold
Corp in the Marlin Mine. The study provided one of the major evidence for the Inter-American
Commission of Human Rights enacted in 2010, which adopted precautionary measures (PM 260-07) that
ordered Guatemala to require the company (the court has jurisdiction on states and not companies) to
improve the safety of their extractive operations.

Honduras
In 2006, Flaviano Bianchini and Dr. Almendarez Bonilla published two different studies about
contamination in the San Martin mine in Honduras. The Supreme Court of Honduras cited the studies
and announced that 13 articles of Honduras’ mining law were unconstitutional because they affected the
Human Right to Health (sentence dated October 6, 2006). The Honduran parliament created a new law
that was more respectful of human rights and the environment. This case is very well described in this
video.

Peru
In 2008-2009, Flaviano Bianchini presented the preliminary results of a study about environmental and
health impacts caused by mining company Volcan in the city of Cerro de Pasco (published by the
International Journal of Environmental Science and Technology). The study demonstrated that some
rivers in the area presented concentration of pollutants up to 1000 times the limits and that 100% of the
population should be urgently hospitalized due to the presence of heavy metals in their blood. The study
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was instrumental in the local government’s push for the adoption of Law 29293, which supported
relocation of the town.
In 2011, Flaviano Bianchini has designed a community-based pollution monitoring system to track oil
extraction in the indigenous communities of Canaán de Cachiyacu and Nuevo Sucre in the Amazon
forest. The first study that he carried out demonstrated that the median age of death of both
communities was 28 years (less than half of the national average) and that gastrointestinal diseases were
up to 64% higher (17 times the regional average). After Source International left, the community
continued to use the tools to monitor pollution level. Their pollution data enabled them to obtain some
monetary compensation from the oil company, Maple Gas Corporation, for the damages. Both
communities received monetary compensation and a new water source, which has led to a decrease in
gastrointestinal diseases by half.

In early 2013, Source International conducted a study about the
pollution impact of extensive oil extraction in the Pastaza area in
the Amazon forest. The study found evidence of pollution and
demonstrated its impact on health. That led the national
government to declare a “state of environmental emergency”
(Ministerial

Resolution

N°

094-2013-MINAM).

The

national

government then developed a cleaning plan with the regional
government and oil companies.

Mexico
In 2013, we worked with the community of Carrizalillo,
Guerrero, to set up a community-based social and
environmental monitoring system. The community was
able to demonstrate water and air pollution and linkages
to health problems. Moreover, Source International’s
study also demonstrated air pollution. In addition, Source
International also facilitated negotiations between the
community and the mining company, which contributed
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to an agreement with the mining company to provide compensation on environmental damages. The
total amount of compensation was about 10 million dollars p.a. for the following five years, specifically:
•

Rent for the land: US $770,000 per year.

•

Educational support: 90 scholarships for different levels.

•

Infrastructure: US $540,000 for the improvement of community infrastructure (drainage system
and water wells).

•

Environmental monitoring: pollution monitoring for five years with technical assistance from
Source International.

•

Health: a new hospital with two doctors paid by the company to work 24/7.

•

Closure plan designed with the community.

Italy
Since its beginning, Source International has carried out several projects in Italian schools to create
awareness about the impact of extractive industries on the environment and public health. During the
school season 2013-2014, we conducted the project, “minerals and mines”, in cooperation with the
Natural History Museum of the University of Pisa. We visited several schools with the project “mining
your phone”. Children can open up a phone and discover the minerals inside and the impact that the
extraction of those minerals has on the environment and public health. We are also part of the GREEEN
network, a European network supported by the Long Life Learning Program of the European Commission
that works with a secondary school in Val Basento in southern Italy, to implement a school-based
environmental and social monitoring system for oil extraction.

14.

Indicators and social metrics

Stakeholders groups
•

•

Primary
o

Local communities

o

Local NGOs and grassroots organizations

Secondary
o

Governments
20

o

Mining companies

o

Neighborhood communities

o

Mineral-using companies

Outcomes and Impacts Objectives
•

•

Outcomes
o

Reduction of water pollution in local communities’ territories

o

Reduction of land grabbing and land pollution

o

Reduction of air pollution

o

Increased local communities’ capacity to perform environmental and social monitoring
system of mining activities and use as it a form of pressure

Impacts
o

Improvement of living conditions in mining communities

o

Improvement of general environmental situation

o

Reduction of pollution-related illnesses

o

Increased income in communities

o

Protection of biodiversity

Performance Indicators for Measurements
•

•

Outcome
o

Quantitative and qualitative reduction of water pollution

o

Number of socio-environmental monitoring reports registered by the communities

o

Reduction of internal and external conflicts

Impact
o

Percentage of reduction of pollution-related illnesses (goal: 30% first year, 50% second
year, 100% in five years)

o

Percentage of increasing of community’s income (10% first year, 20% in three years)

o

Increase of well-being of communities

o

Increase of environmental quality of the local area
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SWOT analysis

Strengths

Weaknesses

•

Backing of local communities

•

Scientific approach

•

Sustainability of the model

•

Social and environmental impact

•

Public communication and speeches

Opportunities
•

Perception of conflict with mining
industry

•

Lack of contact with high level mining
industry

•

Risk for lack of long-term funding

Threats

The actual situation of the mining
industries all over the world

•

The willingness of certain sectors to
improve image and impact

•

Major global understanding of human
rights and environment

•

Readiness of investors and companies to
improve sustainability and accountability

16.

•

•

Loss of independence

•

Loss of community-support

•

Certain companies are not ready to work
in this direction

Risks and mitigation

Risk

Impact (1-5)

Likelihood (1-

Management

5)
Being identified as a
cause of conflicts.

5

1

Loss of community
support.

5

1

Our system is based on scientific
research. Science is impatrial: it creates
a common ground of dialogue between
companies and communities.
We have a very strong reputation among
mining affected communities, so strong
that among our 21 projects 20
communities know about us by word of
mouth.
22

Not being financially
sustainable.

4

1

Not find enough clients
among mineral-using
companies and
investors.
Inability to overcome
cultural barrier.

3

2

3

1

Inability of stakeholders
to overcome trust
barriers.

2

2

Not understanding of the
model.

1

2

17.

Several indicators show that the market
is ready for new ways of extraction and
new ways of investments.
Several indicators show that the market
is ready for new ways of extraction and
new ways of investments.
Almost a decade of experience working
with different cultures in different
countries gives us the know-how to
understand cultural diversity and use it
as a strength.
The scientific approach and scientific
capacity-building create a common
ground of dialogue that make it possible
to overcome mistrust.
The market is ready and the model, even
if it looks complicated, it is easy when
put into practice.

2014 Financial statement

Expenditures (US$)

Income (US$)
2014

# of Ops Employees

2.5 Ashoka fellowship

Operations:
Operations Salary
Meals

2014
60.000

European Union

20.000

Carrizalillo community

20.000

60.000 Private donation

10.000

1.000 The Tech Award

25.000

Training
Travel

10.000

Analysis

30.000

Total Operations
# of Mktg Employees

$101,000.00
0
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Marketing:
Salary

0

Conventions/Exhibits

3000

Graphic / Advertising Design

5000

Printing

2000

Training
Travel
Web Site

2000

Misc.
Total Marketing
# of Administrative Employees

$12,000.00
0

Administration:
Salary

0

Office Expense
Office Supplies
Postage & Delivery

3000
500

Repairs & Maintenance

2000

Telephone

2400

Misc.

1000

Total Administrative

$8,900.00

General & Administrative - Finance
Bank Charges

1200

Payroll Processing

2000

Professional Fees - Accounting
Misc.
Total G&A Finance:

12000
500
$15,700.00

IT
24

Contract Labor

3000

Data Hosting

600

Software

700

Total G&A IT:

$4,300.00

General & Administrative - Legal
Prepaid Legal Fees

2400

Total G&A Legal
Total Corporate Overhead

$2,400.00
$144,300.00

Total
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$135,000.00

-$9,300.00

Next three years financial projection
Year

# of Ops Employees

1

2

3

4

6

8

Operations: (Cost of Services)
Operations Salary
Meals
Training
Travel
Analysis
Misc

155000 250000 330000
1332
1998
2664
5,000
5,000
5,000
15000
25000
35000
40000
60000
80000
21633.2 34199.8 45266.4

Total Operations

$
$
$
237,965 376,198 497,930

# of Mktg Employees
Marketing:
Salary

0.5

0.5

0.5

15000

15000

15000
25

Conventions/Exhibits
Graphic / Advertising Design
Printing
Training
Travel
Web Site
Misc.
Total Marketing
# of Administrative Employees

3000
5,000
1,000
2000
2,000
2,000
3000

3000
5,000
1,000

6000
5,000
1,000

2,000
2,000
2800

2,000
2,000
3100

$ 33,000 $ 30,800 $ 34,100
0

0

1

Administration:
Salary
Office Expense
Office Supplies
Postage & Delivery
Repairs & Maintenance
Telephone
Misc.

0
12000
3,000
1,000
2000
5400
2,340

0
12000
3,000
1,500
2000
7800
2,630

44000
12000
3,000
2,000
2000
11400
7,440

Total Administrative

25,740

28,930

81,840

General & Administrative Finance
Bank Charges
Payroll Processing
Professional Fees - Accounting
Misc.

1,200
2,000
12,000
1,520

1,200
2,000
12,000
1,520

1,200
2,000
12,000
1,520

Total G&A Finance:

16,720

16,720

16,720

3,000
600
1575
518

3,000
600
2275
588

3,000
600
2975
658

IT
Contract Labor
Data Hosting
Software
Misc
Total G&A IT:
General & Administrative - Legal
Prepaid Legal Fees
Misc

$ 5,693 $ 6,463 $ 7,233

2,400
240

2,400
240

2,400
240

Total G&A Legal

$ 2,640 $ 2,640 $ 2,640

Total Corporate

321,758 461,750 640,463
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19.

Prizes and Awards

•

The founder and director Flaviano Bianchini is Ashoka Fellow since June 2012.

•

We were selected as one of the most innovative ideas of 2012 by the ABC Continuity Forum in
Miami (USA).

•

We have been awarded with Gifted Citizen Award in Puebla, Mexico in 2013.

•

Flaviano Bianchini and Source International have been awarded the Unreasonable Fellowship in
2014.

•

We have been selected as finalist at the Katerva Award, which has is regarded as the “Nobel Prize
for Sustainability” by Reuters, in 2014 in the category Social Development.

•

We won the Intel Environmental Tech Award in Silicon Valley in 2014.

•

We have been selected among more than 450 organizations for the SE-Forum in Sweden in 2015.
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